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Afghanistan on the Edge
Insufficient troop strength and rampant corruption imperil the nation-building project.
By Stewart Nusbaumer
KABUL, AFGHANISTAN —President Bush
recently called Afghanistan “the first victory in the war on terror.” Earlier Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld boasted that
Afghanistan was “a model of success for
Iraq.” Here is the truth: there is no victory in Afghanistan, and it’s a model only
for disaster.
In the five years since a U.S.-led coalition ousted the Taliban, the radical
Islamists have reorganized and re-established themselves in the countryside,
and today Afghanistan is embroiled in a
full-fledged guerrilla war. Suicide
attacks are surging, U.S. air strikes are
twice as frequent as in Iraq, combatrelated deaths in the last two months
total nearly 1,000, Taliban attacks
number a dozen every day, bombs are
exploding in central Kabul, and numerous provinces are devoid of any reconstruction activity. After recently rushing
several thousand new troops to Afghanistan, European nations are considering
sending several thousand more.
Bob, who works for a foreign security
firm he doesn’t want me to name,
between sips of hyper-potent tea
explains the stick-and-carrot strategy.
I’ll condense his fable—one Bob insists
came true a half century ago in Malaysia.
The stick of military force clears a contested area of insurgents, enabling the
carrot of economic development to win
the “hearts and minds” of the people. The
stick and carrot work in tandem: stick
clears, carrots take root, stick clears
more and more carrots take root. Eventually, economic carrots are everywhere
and the military stick retires to Florida.
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“You Yankees have to remember,” Bob
is getting worked up—it might be the
tea—“when trying to win hearts and
minds, you don’t blow bodies to smithereens. That’s a fundamental point.”
OK, a great story with a twist of
British sarcasm, but I want the caffeinedrilled contractor to explain his earlier
statement, “The United States is falling
flat on its bloody face again.”
Bob leans forward, “The U.S. came to
Afghanistan with a tiny stick so the Taliban, the drug lords, the warlords, the
tribes—the whole gang of usual Afghan
thugs—crushed its carrots.”
“That sounds bad.”
“You can’t rebuild a country when
thugs control the countryside.”
It’s hard to argue with a Brit when he’s
right. The U.S. military umbrella to implement reconstruction never materialized.
There were not enough troops, and most
of them were focused on eliminating alQaeda before being transferred to Iraq.
As fast as schools were built, they were
burnt down. A military commander in
Kandahar recently pleaded with NGOs
not to build any more schools because
they will just be destroyed.
The spiraling cost for private security
kills other public-works plans. “We’re not
doing anything down there,” said an NGO
employee from Helmend province, a Taliban and poppy stronghold. “The security
situation is very bad. That makes construction projects too expensive.” A
RAND Corporation study determined
that Bosnia—a success story by comparison—has 19 soldiers per 1,000 residents, while Afghanistan has 1 soldier

per 1,000. On the way to victory in
Afghanistan, someone forgot to bring
the troops.
“If anyone ever did a study on where
the money really goes,” says an Asian
NGO whose contract for rural electrification was cancelled because of the violence, “like for salaries and overhead—
security is our biggest cost—they would
be shocked. You know, everyone here is
making nice money.” He adds, “Officially
we’re not supposed to talk to the press.”
In his tent-office sitting behind a table
piled high with papers and books, parliament member Ramazan Bashar Dost has
no problem talking to the press. “It is
mafia system in Afghanistan—the cabinet, the UN staff, big embassies like U.S.
and Japan staffs, also economic staffs of
EU. The system has no transparency.
USAID not doing competitive bidding—
American company awarded contract,
subcontract work to Afghan company.
It’s mafia system with lots of corruption.”
His dark eyes project gentleness and
determination. “We the Afghan and the
American people have the same interests,
but minority of Americans and Afghans
killed system. Americans pay much taxes
at home,” he hesitates, “their money in
Afghanistan is not used for good things.”
He places his hand on my forearm, his
voice remains soft yet strong, “Twelve billion dollars much money, but life for
Afghans is worse today. Afghan people
are hungry, no jobs, life is harder. Much
money go to corruption.”
In Afghanistan, the international community for reconstruction and development is large and diverse—800 NGOs
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from large private corporations to tiny
humanitarian groups with a mixture of
motives and goals ranging from making
a fortune to saving people. But the trend
is not good. “This is not the Peace
Corps,” says an American with nearly
four decades of Peace Corps and NGO
experience, “This is cutthroat business.
But don’t use my name.”
Under the cloak of rebuilding this
sinking land—hunger is rampant in the
countryside, infant mortality atrocious,
daughters are sold to pay debts, open
sewers run through the cities—heavy
greed and nasty deals are slurping at the
financial trough of reconstruction. A lot
of carrot money is ending up in foreign
bank accounts, and a lot of misery is
remaining untouched in Afghanistan.
So the number of troops is vastly
insufficient. Reconstruction is at a near
standstill. The funding process is corrupt and riddled with favoritism. The
Taliban is flourishing and drug lords are
thriving. If the plan is to destroy
Afghanistan, then things are going well.
All we need now is to insult Afghans. No
problem!
You can walk around Kabul every
day for weeks and not see a single one
of its 3,000 foreign residents on the
street. Not one eating in an Afghan
restaurant. Not one riding in a local
taxi. You see them as blurs whizzing
past in luxury SUVs.
I once suggested we eat in an Afghan
restaurant. “You’ll play Russian roulette
with your health,” an Austrian cautioned. I was thinking about moving to
another guesthouse. Came the dismissive reply, “That’s run by Afghans!” I said
let’s take a local cab. “You want to get
kidnapped?” The safer and better life in
Kabul is always foreign, and ten times
more expensive than the local. If fear
does not steer one to the safer and
better foreign, then UN and embassies’
regulations will ensure segregation
remains ironclad in Afghanistan.

“It’s not right,” 21-year-old Sabeir
complains, his self-confident stare suddenly melting into pained eyes. “This is
our country, and they have nothing to do
with us. We can’t even go to their places.
That makes me very angry!”
To gain a people’s respect and trust,
you don’t segregate yourself from them,
you don’t push them away, and you don’t
insult them. You participate in their society. You learn from them, as they learn
from you. You treat them with respect,
and they will generally respect you.
“The third night I was here,” says an
American accountant in Kabul, “they
said we were having an office barbeque
in the evening and I should come. So I
went. But there were only expats. I
asked, ‘Where are the Afghans?’ I was
told, ‘Oh, we don’t do that here.’ You
know, I wondered if the Afghan workers
were invited. I don’t think they were.”
Another American, this one working
in an alternative livelihood project in the
volatile south: “We have Afghan guards
standing on the street in front of our
compound, but their office told them to
move to the roof for more protection.
But I made them move back down to the
street. Their job is to get shot, they are
our warning system.” This man runs a
major project funded by the U.S. government. Somehow, I don’t think he’s winning many “hearts and minds.” Not
many foreigners in Afghanistan are.
Five years after the U.S. promised to
create a secure and prosperous Afghanistan, it’s clear we’ve failed. The Taliban
are back. Poverty never left. Afghanistan
remains at the bottom of nearly every
social indicator. Hope for a better life is
quickly disappearing, replaced by a
rising bitterness toward America and
Afghanistan President Hamid Karzai.
Forget the rhetoric of U.S. politicians
promising the moon, we did not even
deliver the basics to Afghanistan.
“How long we supposed to wait?”
asks the street chorus of unemployed

and poverty-stricken. “Where does all
the money go?”
A string of U.S. defeats—Vietnam,
Lebanon, Somalia, and now Iraq—
demonstrate America’s inability to fight
modern wars. Our hi-tech military with
massive firepower has no wars to fight;
the conventional Gulf War was an
abnormality not likely to be repeated
anytime soon. Meanwhile, our troops
lack the doctrine, equipment, and training for the low-intensity guerrilla and
irregular wars that we do fight. We have
a great military; it’s just not good at fighting today’s wars.
Without the capacity to subdue guerrilla armies, the even more difficult
task of nation-building is impossible.
Nation-building is never more than
establishing a rudimentary structure
for locals to then develop. The U.S. military/reconstruction effort failed to
build this basic bridge. But there may
still be hope.
Later this month, NATO assumes
responsibility for providing security in
the turbulent south and in the fall for the
entire country. The new coalition commander, British Lt. Gen. David Richards,
advocates the “Malaysian ink spots”
approach—Bob’s military stick protecting economic carrots slowly expanding
the safe zone. The promise is a better
way to fight this war.
But ideas without tools are promises
that will not be kept. Will NATO increase
the number of combat troops? Curtail
the corrosive corruption and excessive
profits? Expand economic resources for
development? Smash the neo-imperialistic social partition? If it’s merely a
European face applied to a failed American effort, then Afghans will be stuck
with more of the same failure until the
country really explodes.
Stewart Nusbaumer served in the U.S.
Marines in Vietnam and today is
editor of InterventionMag.com.
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Our Dangerous Times
Today’s conservatives are eager to trade freedom for security.
By James Bovard
O N J U N E 2 3 , the New York Times and

other papers revealed that the Bush
administration has been vacuuming up
records passing through a Belgian hub
for international banking. According to
Treasury Undersecretary Stuart Levey,
the United States government may have
conducted “hundreds of thousands” of
warrantless searches of personal financial data.
Some government lawyers doubt the
legality of the program, and administration officials told the Los Angeles Times
that it had only been “marginally successful” at going after al-Qaeda.
No matter. The exposé set off perhaps
the biggest boom in conservative pressbashing since Watergate.
The White House quickly re-labeled
the surveillance program the “Terrorist
Finance Tracking Program” and with
near unanimity, the Right fell into line.
President Bush angrily declared, “the
disclosure of this program is disgraceful... for people to leak that program,
and for a newspaper to publish it, does
great harm to the United States of America.” Vice President Cheney asserted
that the Times article “made it more difficult for us to prevent attacks in the
future” and “will enable the terrorists to
look for ways to defeat our efforts.”
The same day the story hit the street,
Andrew McCarthy whined on National
Review Online: “Yet again, the New York
Times was presented with a simple
choice: help protect American national
security or help al Qaeda. Yet again, it
sided with al Qaeda.” Heather MacDonald commented in The Weekly Standard
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that “The New York Times is a national
security threat. So drunk is it on its own
power and so antagonistic to the Bush
administration that it will expose every
classified antiterror program it finds out
about, no matter how legal the program,
how carefully crafted to safeguard civil
liberties, or how vital to protecting
American lives.”
But the notion that the program was
“carefully crafted to safeguard civil liberties” was a leap of faith—and conservatives used to assume the opposite:
that liberty needed to be guarded
against government. There was no judicial approval of these searches and no
congressional oversight of the program,
but the side of the aisle once distrustful
of federal schemes nodded blind assent.
Was it so long ago that prominent conservatives vigorously opposed Bill Clinton’s power grabs and his trampling of
due process? Or was there a hidden
asterisk noting that government power
should only be limited when Democrats
occupy the White House? Now security
trumps—or, in reality, political promises
of security. Or perhaps, like the prior
proclamations of fidelity to limited government, the fixation on safety is simply
another ruse to smear liberals and spur
donations.
In any event, for Republican loyalists,
this controversy provided twin opportunities: they could simultaneously rally
around their president and vent their
disdain for the mainstream media.
According to L. Brent Bozell III, president of the Media Research Center: “The
last thing we need is the New York Times

aiding and abetting the terrorist movement. And that’s exactly what they’re
doing by divulging these secrets.”
Former House Speaker Newt Gingrich
declared that the New York Times
“hate[s] George W. Bush so much that
they would be prepared to cripple America in order to go after the president.”
Some commentators favored solutions that could reduce the Times’ longterm pension liabilities. Talk show host
Melanie Morgan declared that she
“would have no problem with [New York
Times editor Bill Keller] being sent to
the gas chamber” if he were convicted of
treason. Radio host Tammy Bruce
declared that what the Times had done
might be worse than the betrayal of
atomic weapons secrets by Julius and
Ethel Rosenberg.
The usual suspects joined in with the
usual sneers. Ann Coulter railed, “New
York Times publisher ‘Pinch’ Sulzberger
has just been named al-Qaida’s
‘Employee of the Month’ for the 12th
straight month... The safest place for
Osama bin Laden isn’t in Afghanistan or
Pakistan; it’s in The New York Times
building.” Columnist Michelle Malkin
denounced “the Terrorist-Tipping Times”
for “proudly publishing all the secrets
unfit to spill since 9/11.” Rush Limbaugh
derided the Times: “I think 80 percent of
their subscribers have to be jihadists.”
I appeared briefly on Fox’s “Hannity &
Colmes” the day the Times story was
published, and my criticism of the warrantless surveillance provoked angry emails, including the helpful suggestion
that “every know-nothing lying jackass
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